Many systems of plasmid copy n umber control have been extensively studied, because of the role of plasmids in the spread of antibiotic resistance and because of the experimental utility of plasmids in molecular biology and biotechnology . A n umber of quantitative models of plasmid copy n umber control have been published . Plasmid has been a particular focus for modeling .
replication is an attractive system to model because the molecular basis for replication control is well-characterized, and because most synthetic cloning vectors are derived from -like plasmids. Merlin and Polisky give a review of quantitative models of . Ehrenberg provides a detailed comparison of the models of Brenner and Tomizawa and Brendel and Perelson , with a particular focus on the dierences between multiple step and single step inhibition reactions in replication control.
A stochastic model of plasmid replication is presented. It is implemented by using UltraSAN, a simulation tool based on an extension of stochastic P etri nets (SPNs). It allows an exploration of the variation in plasmid number per bacterium, which is not possible using a deterministic model. In particular, the rate at which plasmid-free bacteria arise during bacterial division is explored in some detail since spontaneous plasmid loss is a widely observed empirical phenomenon. The rate of spontaneous plasmid loss provides an evolutionary explanation for the maintainance of Rom protein. The presence of Rom acts to reduce variance in plasmid copy n umber, thereby reducing the rate of plasmid loss at bacterial division. The ability of stochastic models to link biochemical function with evolutionary considerations is discussed. The timing of replication is random , and, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, segregation at bacterial division is assumed to be random . Ignoring the eects of Colicin production, stability o f -type plasmids requires that the number of plasmids per bacterium is suciently high to render the probability of one daughter cell not inheriting any copies of the plasmid negligible. With 20 copies of a plasmid segregating randomly at bacterial division, the probability one daughter cell inheriting zero plasmids is less than 10 . H o w ever, the exact number of plasmids in each bacterium prior to division will vary, both because of random segregation and because of the random timing of plasmid replication events. Variance in plasmid n umber per bacterium increases the probability of plasmid-free lineages .
We present a stochastic model of replication, based upon a deterministic model by Brendel and Perelson . With around 30 copies per bacterium, the assumption of mass action required for a deterministic model is not satised, and a stochastic model provides a more precise representation of plasmid replication . A major advantage of this stochastic model is that it rules the dynamics of the statistical distribution of the plasmid copy n umber per bacterium, thus providing the possibility to compute the rate at which plasmid-free lineages arise. Rom is not an essential part of the control mechanism. Rom-minus mutants of are observed to occur, and have increased copy n umber . Increased plasmid copy n umber tends to increase the metabolic cost to the host, but this is not a sucient explanation for the maintainance of Rom protein, since changes in other parameter values could also lower mean plasmid copy n umber. We present evidence that Rom has a role in canalizing mean plasmid copy n umber, with wildtype plasmids having a lower variance in plasmid number than Rom-minus plasmids for a given mean, and thereby a l o w er probability of loss due to random segregation.
We review briey the mechanism of replication following the notation of previous papers . Three dierent plasmid products are involved in the regulation of plasmid replication, RNA I and RNA II, and Rom protein.
RNA II ( ) is transcribed from free plasmid ( ) and remains bound to the plasmid during transcription. Once RNA II is released, it is assumed to be degraded and plays no further role in the control of replication. RNA I ( ) and Rom protein ( ) are also produced by free plasmid, but are assumed to diffuse freely in the cytoplasm. While RNA II is between 110 and 360 nucleotides long, free RNA I can hybridize with the plasmid-bound RNA II transcript to form an unstable complex . RNA II transcripts that escape interaction with RNA I and elongate past 360 nucleotides, , are either released without replication or prime the plasmid DNA for replication, after which they are released. Unstable complex can convert to a stable RNA I-RNA II complex . The RNA I-RNA II complex dissociates from the plasmid DNA and is degraded. Rom protein can bind to unstable complex to form an intermediate complex which rapidly converts to stable complex . O v erall, the binding of RNA I molecules to short RNA II transcripts acts as a negative feedback loop to prevent runaway replication of plasmids. Rom protein has a role in reinforcing this negative feedback, but has no eect in the absence of RNA I. The growth rate of bacteria is assumed to be constant, and the decrease in concentration of dierent molecular species as the volume of the cell increases is represented in the dierential equations by , the rate of increase of cytoplasmic volume.
SPNs are a formalism developed in the eld of Computer Science for implementing a subset of Markov processes, and have a standard graphical representation . The validity of using SPNs to model the dynamics of molecular interactions at low concentration was established previously . W e used the The subnet representing the plasmid replication used in this paper is almost identical to the one introduced previously except that an additional place is introduced to track the total number of plasmids. Output measures are dened to give the mean, variance and distribution of the total number of plasmids, the number of free RNA I molecules and the number of free Rom proteins. The results are reported at xed intervals during each bacterial generation. The distribution of the number of plasmids per bacterium immediately before division can be used to estimate the probability of a plasmid-free daughter cell arising. Time-averaged results are also reported, where the average of mean copy n umber over one generation represents the average copy number that would be observed in an asynchronous population of bacteria. Rom-minus mutants are represented by a subnet where the places and and the transitions , , ,
, and are removed. Bacteria are assumed to grow exponentially with a xed doubling time , set at either 80 minutes or 30 minutes. Exponential growth is approximated in the model by dividing each generation into 100 equal time steps. Increasing the number of time steps does not aect the results (data not shown). A deterministic transition is used to increment a time counter at xed time intervals. The rate constants of the two second-order reactions are functions of the time counter. If is the value of the time counter at time , and (0) is the initial reaction rate, the time dependent rate constant ( ) i s g i v en by ( ) = (0) . When the time counter reaches 100, bacterial division is initiated. By assumption, division occurs instantaneously. Division is implemented in the model by an instantaneous transition which res once reaches 100, and resets to zero (in eect resetting the volume of the daughter cells to the initial volume (0)). The other functions which need to be performed at bacterial division, dividing the number of plasmids, RNA I molecules and Rom proteins, are performed in a second subnet linked to the rst one by the composed model editor. Details of the implementation will be presented elsewhere. The model used to produce the results of this paper can be downloaded over the net ( ). Plasmid-free lineages are dened as bacteria which h a v e zero plasmids. The output measures dened above do not distinguish between lineages still containing plasmids and plasmid-free lineages. In order to compare means and variances across simulations, it is useful to report means and variances as conditional on the lineage still containing plasmids. Given the number of runs, , the number of plasmid-free lineages, , and the mean and variance of the number of plasmids, X and s , the conditional means and variances, X and s are calculated as follows: X = X and s = ( 1)s + (X ) (X ) . The conditional means and variances of the numbers of RNA I molecules and Rom proteins are calculated similarly, with the additional assumption that the number of RNA I molecules and Rom proteins in plasmid-free lineages is zero.
Immediately before bacterial division, the distribution of the number of plasmids per bacterium is approximately normal. Simulations report the mean and variance of this distribution. In each bacterium the plasmids are segregated randomly between the two daughter cells. Given plasmids in a bacterium, the probability of one daughter cell inheriting zero plasmids is 2 0 5 = 0 5 .
If plasmids are normally distributed with an observed mean X and variance s , then the probability of at least one plasmid-free lineage after bacterial division can be approximated by i n tegrating the product of the probability density function and the probability of a plasmid-free lineage for a given . The integral is taken from 1 to innity, because we are interested in the probability of a plasmid-free lineage conditional on the parent lineage containing at least one plasmid. This integral is
where ( ) is the probability distribution function for a normal distribution with mean and variance . Eq. 1 can be integrated numerically.
Plasmid number per bacterium is a discrete rather than continuous variable, so the approximation of the plasmid distribution by a normal distribution may not be justied. When the probability of plasmid-free lineages arising is calculated as the sum over a discrete distribution, the results are very similar to the results given by the integral in Eq. 1 (data not shown). The integral is used rather than the discrete sum because it is easier to calculate.
To simulate the establishment of a plasmid which has newly invaded a bacterium, stochastic simulation runs are started with a single plasmid, and no RNA I or Rom protein. The distribution of plasmid number per bacterium is measured every 20 minutes when the generation time is 80 minutes, and every 7.5 minutes when the generation time is 30 minutes. The change in the distribution of plasmid number through the rst generation is shown in Fig. 3 . The dynamics of plasmid replication is studied under the assumptions of equal segregation or binomial segregation of plasmids at bacterial division. Binomial segregation represents an additional source of variance, but is assumed to be the actual mode of segregation for . Standard deviation of copy n umbers is decreased under the assumption of equal segregation, although mean copy n umber is indistinguishable under the two assumptions ( = 0 5 5 0 5). While standard deviation of plasmid number is decreased under equal segregation, especially immediately after bacterial division, it increases more during each generation (Table 1 ). The rest of the results reported in this paper use the assumption of binomial segregation.
By generation 10 the system has reached a periodic steady state, where mean plasmid number doubles during each bacterial generation before being divided between the two daughter cells at bacterial division. The probability of loss of plasmids is very low once plasmid copy n umber has reached periodic steady state. Even with a 30 minute generation time, plasmid loss is only observed in simulations in the rst few generations after a plasmid invades a bacterium (Table 2) . When bacteria are started with 100 plasmids, no cases of plasmid loss are seen. Given the mean and variance of plasmid number immediately before bacterial division, it is possible to estimate the probability of plasmid loss per bacterium per generation using Eq. (1). Table 3 gives the steady state mean and variance of plasmid number immediately before bacterial division, as well as the predicted rate of plasmid loss.
To test the eect of Rom protein on the rate of plasmid loss, simulations are run for a Rom-minus plasmid with RNA II synthesis rate, decreased from 0.25 min to 0.18 min . Given a 30 minute bacterial generation time, mean plasmid number is 21.3 for this modied Rom-minus plasmid (conditional on the presence of plasmids), compared to 20.9 for a wildtype plasmid. Simulations are run starting with 1 or 10 plasmids per bacterium, where a bacterium started with 10 plasmids is close to steady state. When the simulations are started with 1 plasmid per bacterium, 58 plasmid-free lineages are observed for wildtype plasmids, and 113 plasmid-free lineages for Rom-minus plasmids ( 0 001). When bacteria are started with 10 plasmids, the rate of plasmid loss is very low. In order to estimate the rate of plasmid loss more precisely, the simulation is run 50,000 times. After 10 generations, 6 plasmidfree lineages are observed for the Rom-minus plasmid, a rate plasmid loss of 1 2 10 per bacterium per generation. Only one of the two daughter cells is observed, so the expected value for the true rate of loss of plasmids is 2 4 10 per bacterium per generation. Table 3 : Predicted probability of plasmid loss in steady state. Plasmid mean (standard deviation) immediately before bacterial division at end of generation 10, conditional on presence of plasmids, based on 1000 runs of simulation. Pr(loss), predicted probability o f plasmid loss for given mean and standard deviation, from Eq. 1. Pr(loss / no variance), predicted probability of plasmid loss for given mean and zero variance, as for a deterministic model. Table 4 : Predicted probability of plasmid-loss for wildtype and modied Rom-minus plasmids. Mean and standard deviation of plasmid number immediately before bacterial division at generation 10, conditional on presence of plasmids. P , predicted probability of plasmid loss from Eq. 1.
Given the mean and standard deviation of plasmid number immediately before division, probability of plasmid loss can be estimated using Eq. 1. Modied Rom-minus plasmid strains are dened by v arying individual parameters so that mean plasmid number is equal to wildtype mean plasmid number. Nine parameters are suciently correlated with plasmid number to allow modied Rom-minus strains to be dened. Table 4 gives the predicted probability of loss for a wildtype plasmid and for the nine modied Rom-minus plasmid strains. For each modied Rom-minus plasmid, standard deviation of plasmid number is higher than for the wildtype plasmid, even though mean plasmid numbers are very close. The predicted rate of plasmid loss is between 2-fold and 7-fold higher for the modied Rom-minus plasmids than for the wildtype plasmid. Given that the plasmid replication system has been modeled deterministically several times , what do we learn from a stochastic model? We argued that a stochastic model has a stronger theoretical justication than a deterministic model given that mean plasmid n umber per bacterium is small. The mean number of plasmids, RNA I transcripts and Rom proteins is very similar in both the deterministic model of Brendel and Perelson and the stochastic model presented here (data not shown). Put another way, the plasmid copy n umber of the deterministic model provides a good approximation to the time-averaged mean copy n umber of the stochastic model, even though the assumption of mass action is not met.
One important practical dierence between the models is that the stochastic model rules the dynamics of the distribution of probability of plasmid number per bacterium, while the deterministic model rules the dynamics of a single state. It is still dicult to measure the distribution of plasmids in individual bacteria directly. H o w ever, the variation in plasmid number aects the probability of plasmid loss, and it may be possible to estimate the rate of plasmid-loss empirically. The probability of plasmid loss, which depends on the distribution of plasmid number immediately before bacterial division, is four orders of magnitude higher for the stochastic model than for the deterministic model relying only on a stochastic mechanism of plasmid segregation. Boe discuss the rate at which plasmid-free lineages spread through the population, based on a given frequency of plasmid loss and various dierences in growth rate between bacteria with or without plasmids. However, we do not need a theoretical treatment to convince us of the signicance of the differences between the deterministic and stochastic models if we convert these probabilities into expected waiting times until a plasmid-free lineage arises. Let us assume 80 minute bacterial generation time, and a 10ml test tube with 10 bacteria per ml. If the probability of loss is 4 5 10 , as for the deterministic model, we expect 0.045 plasmid-free lineages to arise per generation. This translates to 1 plasmid-free lineage per 22 generations, or 29.6 hours. If the probability of loss is 1 9 10 , as for the stochastic model, we expect 190 plasmid-free lineages to arise per generation. It is dicult to test these numbers directly for , because Colicin production would kill plasmidfree bacteria. However, stochastic models of replication control for related plasmids which lack Colicin genes would be very interesting, where the rate of plasmid loss could be empirically observed and compared to the predictions of the model. 
ColE1
ColE1 anism? Rom-minus mutants are observed experimentally, and have approximately double the plasmid copy n umber of wildtype plasmids. However, Rom is not necessary for plasmid replication control, which raises the question of why it is maintained. The comparison of results for a wildtype plasmid with a modied Rom-minus plasmid conducted for bacteria with 30 minute generation time in order to increase the rate of plasmid loss to an observable level, although this rate is still extremely low. A modied Rom-minus plasmid is dened where the rate of RNA II synthesis has been reduced from 0.25 min to 0.18 min in the Rom-minus strain, so that mean plasmid n umber is equal to that for a wildtype. This removes any potential metabolic cost to the host of increased plasmid numbers in the Rom-minus strain, and allows for direct comparison of the rate of plasmid loss between the two strains. Rom is assumed to have no function other than its role in plasmid replication control.
Simulations are started with 1 or 10 plasmids, representing plasmid establishment or the periodic steady state. Signicantly more plasmid-free lineages are observed for the modied Rom-minus plasmid than for the wildtype during the establishment phase of plasmid replication, but there may be some bias in the pattern of plasmid loss in the rst few generations. Bacterial lineages started with 10 plasmids should not be subject to this bias. However, the observed rate of plasmid loss is too low t o s h o w signicant dierences between the plasmid strains, even with 50,000 runs of simulation (which takes 2.25 days for the Rom-minus plasmid on a Pentium 166). Table 4 gives the mean plasmid number immediately before bacterial division at the end of generation 10 for wildtype and nine modied Rom-minus plasmid strains. Plasmid mean and variance can be used to predict the probability of plasmid loss using Eq. 1. In all cases, the modied Rom-minus plasmids are lost at a higher rate than wildtype plasmids, even though there is no dierence in mean plasmid number. Even though the rate of plasmid loss is very low, the increased replication rate of plasmid-free bacteria means that any dierence in the rate of plasmid loss in individual bacterial lineages may be sucient to alter the overall fate of plasmids in a bacterial population . T h us, the lower rate of plasmid loss when Rom is present provides an evolutionary explanation for the maintainance of Rom protein.
Bacterial lineages without plasmids can replicate more rapidly that bacterial lineages with plasmids . Thus, we w ould expect that the replication system functions to limit the rate of plasmid loss. The rate of plasmid loss depends primarily on mean plasmid number per bacterium, but is also aected by the variation in plasmid number between individual bacteria. Arguments based on metabolic cost suggest that increased plasmid copy n umber ColE1 ColE1
Acknowledgments slows host growth. Plasmid stability i n v olves a trade-o between the probability of plasmid loss and the metabolic cost to the host. A mechanism which reduces variance in copy n umber without increasing mean plasmid number, in eect canalizing plasmid number against stochastic uctuations, would increase plasmid stability without increasing the metabolic cost to the host. The results presented here suggest that Rom functions in this manner. Rom-minus plasmids have higher mean plasmid number than do wildtype plasmids, but altering any individual parameter in a modied Rom-minus plasmid, so as to equalize mean plasmid number, causes an increase in the standard deviation of plasmid number and an increased rate of plasmid loss compared to a wildtype. It is impossible to know whether Rom was originally selected for this role in canalizing plasmid number, but these results suggest that Rom is selectively maintained for its canalizing function.
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